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Reading these papers brings back the sense of privilege
and excitement I experienced in collaborating with Alden
Spencer. Although we did not collaborate again,we contin-
ued our friendship and interacted daily, first at NYU and
then at Columbia, where our colleagueship was sadly dis-
rupted by Alden’s unfimely death of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis in 1977. We met in 1958 at NIH, having just fin-
ished our medical internships. From the outset, we sought
to bring the methods of cell biology to the study of learn-
ing. I had already started work on the hippocampus. the
part of the mammalian brain that neurnsurgeons had
shown to be critically involved in human memory, and,
when he arrived at NIH, Alden immediately agreed that
this might be a good place to begin. We wanted to see
whether the etectrophysiotogical properties of the hip-
pocampal neurons were fundamentally different from
those ol the only two other vertebrate central neuronsthat
had been studied, the motor neuronsot thespinal cordand
of the motor cortex.

We were immediately successful in our attempts, due in
part to two reasons. First, working next door to us was Karl
Frank, who, totlowing Eccles. was also pioneering the use
of intracellular techniques in the study ol spinal motor
neurons. We rapidly learned from his technician, Mary
Becker, all about the manutacture olglass microetectrodes
and their use. Second, being ynung. naive, and brash, we
were not reluctant to tackle what appeared to others to be
a dilticult technical problem: intracellular recordings from
cortical neurons in a pulsating brain. To the contrary, we
thought that, memory aside, the hippocampus offered sev-
eral advantages. It has a cellular architecture that is re-
markably conserved throughout mammals, and the main
cetts, catted the pyramidal cells, are clustered in a discrete
layer, an easy target for microelectrodes. These cells send
their axons out into the tornis, which also allows them to

he identified electrophysiologicalty by backfiring them,.
Thus, with a powertut new set of methodologies applied for
the first time to this cortical structure, it isnot surprisin~
that we picked some of the tow-lyingintellectual fruits.

First, we found that the action potential inhippocampa!
neurons was initiated not only at the axon hillock, as is the
case in motorneurons, but also at asecond site that we ic~-
terred to be the dendrites. Dendritic action potentials,
which we named fast preporentials, in turn triggered th~
discharge of the main trigger zone in the axon hillock. Sec-
ond. we found that hippocampal neurons were not silent,
as were motor neurons, but tended to fire spontaneously
and that this often took the torm of bursts of spikes that
were maintained by the addition of summated. depolarii-
ing atterpotentials. Third, the hippocampal neurons en-
gaged a powerful recurrent inhibitory system, which gave
rise to a prolonged inhibition of 200 to 400 msec, several
orders of magnitude longer than the inhibition previously
encountered in the spinal cord. -

These studies formed the background br subsequent
studies of the electrical properties of the hippocampal py-
ramidal cells, For ejam~te.Alden and I went on to study
for the first time the cettular events that underlie seizure.~
Here we encountered two completely different types of
seizure—escitatory or inhibitory, depending on whether
we stimutated the alterent (excitatory) or the recurrent (in-
hibitory) pathway. r, -

These papers are probably cited often for several rea-
sons. First, together with the studies of Phillips on the pyra’
midal cells ot the neocorten,
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they were the lirst systematic

study ol neurons above the spinal cord. They showed that
the electrophysiological techniques that were so uselul in
the spinal cord could be applied to an analysis of higher
brain regions. In addition, the development of hippd-
campal slices in 1966, first by Yamamoto and Mcllwain
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and then by Andersen and others,
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brought further interest
to the hippocampus. tn the slice, it is possible to study the
hippocampus without the technical problems produced by
sascutar pulsation and to record for long periods ot tim!
from the dendrites as well as from the cell body. Secondv
our studies showed that it was possible to analyze the
biophysicat mechanisms of seizure activity; the hippocam-
pus continues to be a favorable structure for analyzing
these mechanisms. Finally, the discovery of long-term post-
tetanic potentiation in the hippocampus by t.omo, Bliss,
and Gardner-Medwin
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and its analysis in hippncampal
slices by Andersen,
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Lynch,
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Brown,
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lohnston.
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Schwartzkroin.
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and others
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made it possible to study an
elementary mechanism for memory. -
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The application of intracellular recording :o :he study of
identified pyramidal cells ot the hippocampus revealed a
family of novel cellular properties. (The SCm indicates that
these papers have been cited over 910 times in 735 publica-
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